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Competition ZERO3 for Honda CR-Z
has been released

◇It's applied aluminium spacer type height adjust
system which is compatible with securing bump stroke

≪Competition spec Coilover kit
with setting for wearing "S tyre"≫
◇Major specifications
・24 steps adjustable damping, needle valve type, Overall length system adjustment, Upper mount less
◇It's applied Mono-tube shock absorber with large calibre piston which is suitable for proper circuit driving or
long distance sporty driving. needle valve type 24 steps damping force adjustable system cope to detailed
setting for competition driving. This is the sport coil over kit for the competition wearing S tyre which is on battle
of hundredths of a second.
◇This is the coilover kit which is set to bring high cornering skill of CR-Z, there for it will have stable movement
even on a curb and enable to fully accelerate on circuit.
◇Camber is adjustable by fitting hole of the front knuckle bracket from approx.-1 to -4(*1). With adjust to
negative camber, front grip on cornering will be improved which brings better time on circuit.
◇It's applied aluminium spacer type height adjust system which is compatible with securing bump stroke and
weight reduction.

Applicable model
CR-Z

ZF1

Part No.

Price(excl.tax)

309 63R CB

£1,876.21

Height
SP rate
adjustable
F -55～ 0mm F 10k(*2)
R -60～-35mm R 9k(*2)

U/M
-

Height
D.O.R.
adjust
Overall length
29 July
Threaded spacer

*1 The data based of our test car. The rate could be different depend on the height or individual character.
*2 the spring rate change is available with no charge at ordering. For CR-Z, choose the rate from F:8,9,11,12,14k/R:6,7,8,10,11,12k
*U/M=Upper mount, - = no including
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